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## 6 The 'Get By' Group

### Section I: 'Kassauguci-qaat' ('Are You Guys Whites?')
- Making sense of language loss and endangerment
- 'Getting by' and linguistic survivance in the community
- 'Getting by' with adults in school
- Yup'ik literacy and linguistic insecurity
- Yup'ik literacy and contradictory expressions

### Section II: Negotiating a Bilingual Peer Culture
- The seniors: Trajectories of Yup'ik language learning and use
- The seventh grade: Negotiating divergent language trajectories
- Yup'ik use in local youth culture during language shift
- Local style and bilingual resources
- Connecting with one another through global media
- Connecting to the world wide web
- The 'when' and 'how' of Yup'ik language allegiance

### Summary

## 7 Subsistence, Gender and Storytelling in a Changing Linguistic Ecology

### Section I: Gender Roles and Local Responsibilities in Piniq
- Learning subsistence
- Gender and going out on the land

### Section II: Learning Place, Language and Gender in Everyday Subsistence Stories
- Girls and storytelling about gathering
- Boys learning to seal hunt
- Bird-hunting and land-related adventure stories
- Enforcing gender roles through teasing
- Gender and local knowledge in collaborative storytelling
- 'Getting by' in hunting stories
- Learning through risk
- Subsistence regulation and local alignment
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